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Synopsis
Most equations used to predict the ground motion produced by explosions were developed using
confined blasts that were detonated for breaking rock in mining or tunnelling. Ground motion is usually
recorded by geophones or seismometers. The air blast produced by open-pit blasts and explosions on the
surface can pose a significant risk, thus microphones and pressure gauges are often also used to monitor
the effects of the explosion. The aim of this study is to determine whether the predictive equations
developed for confined explosions can be used to predict the effects from explosions on the surface, with
appropriate adjustments to the various coefficients.
Three predictive equations developed for buried explosions were tested. The study shows that the
US Bureau of Mines peak particle velocity (PPV) predictive equation is the most reliable. In addition, a
predictive equation that uses the secondary atmospheric shock wave phenomenon also produced good
results, and uses the scaled delay time parameter, which is easier to measure. These equations may
be utilized for demolition sites, where old and potentially unstable explosives and obsolete equipment
are destroyed on the surface, and for assisting in forensic seismology to determine the details of an
unexpected and unknown explosion.
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Introduction

Military demolition sites are areas where old and potentially unstable explosives and obsolete
equipment are destroyed. Typically, the ordnance is placed on the ground surface and detonated.
Ideally, the area should be located far from any human activity or dwellings, and is cleared prior to
use. However, some demolition sites have been encroached upon by human settlements. Consequently,
modelling and monitoring of the ground vibrations and air blasts have become a priority to ensure that
the blasts do not cause irritating disturbances to the local inhabitants or damage to structures, which
may result in protests and legal challenges. Equations that could be utilized to predict the effects of the
demolition activities on the surrounding population and structures would be useful in mitigating these
risks.
Using a ‘mixed’ content of explosives on the surface in order to determine whether predictive
equations can be utilized would not only assist with determining the effects of explosions from
a military demolition range on the surrounding infrastructure, but can also assist with forensic
investigations of unexpected explosions. Instrumental tests with surface explosions ranging up to 25 t
have not been conducted or reported in South Africa, and thus this study aims to provide insight into
this novel aspect.

The main features of the study are:
➤ Vibration measurements of large surface explosions (up to 25 t)
➤	Applicability of the USBM PPV equation to long distances (29 km), which is far beyond the usual
measuring range for blasting vibrations
➤ Measurement of the delay between the main and secondary air shocks at equally long distances
➤	Possible relevance of the vibration analysis to truck bomb explosions and to forensic analysis of
large unplanned explosions.

Blast monitoring
Blasts or explosions on the Earth’s surface, such as at demolition ranges, create seismic waves that
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travel through the ground and overpressure (air pressure waves)
through the atmosphere, both of which can shake buildings and
disturb people. Together, these phenomena are referred to as
seismoacoustics (Ford et al., 2014). The Comprehensive Nuclear
Test Ban Treaty Organization measures this phenomenon with
infrasound and seismic stations in their international monitoring
system, in order to monitor nuclear explosions both above and
below the Earth’s surface.
Typically a blast is characterized by the nature of the
explosive material utilized, whether there was any reflection
(due to geology, topography, atmosphere, etc.), and the extent
to which the blast was contained. Overpressure generally occurs
in the case of explosions on or above the surface of the ground
(Williams and Newell, 1991), and in some cases the overpressure
can be recorded up to 2 seconds after the seismic waves when the
explosion is approximately 1 km from the sensors.
The recorded ground motion from blasts is not simple to
characterize due to the radiation pattern from the site of the
explosion, which is affected by geophysical factors such as (1)
geometrical spreading, (2) separation of compressional shear
and surface waves, (3) reflection, refraction, diffraction and
scattering, and mode conversion, and (4) frequency-dependent
attenuation (New, 1991). In addition, it is influenced by aspects
such as the mass of explosive and the distance from the
explosion (Puri and Prakash, 1991). Similarly, different types
of detonations and the prevailing weather conditions, such as
temperature gradients, wind direction, and cloud cover, can affect
the overpressure. These phenomena, along with the features of
the structure (such as the foundation) make accurate predictions
of nuisance or damage difficult.
In order to encompass the complexity of the blasts, charge
weight and distance are combined to produce a parameter called
‘scaled distance’, which generally uses the square root of the
maximum weight of the charge for predicting ground vibration
and the cube root for overpressure. Thus, the scaled distance
is a combination of the maximum weight of explosive used in
generating the vibrations through the ground and air and the
distance. The ‘cube root scaled’ distance is the distance from
the blast to a defined position divided by the cube root of the
maximum weight of explosives. Scaled distance is similarly
calculated; however, the distance is divided by the square root of
the maximum weight of explosives in any 8-millisecond period
(Joint Committee on Administrative Rules, 1998).
Kahriman (2002) and Ozer, Kahriman, and Aksoy (2008)
examined a number of predictor equations proposed in the
literature, and concluded that, owing to the large number of
complications related to surface blasting, a suitable generic
formula has not yet been determined. In addition, Ford et al.
(2014) found that there is less information available on seismic
motions from surface explosions than on underground explosions.

Prediction equations for underground explosions
There is extensive literature describing prediction equations for
the vibrations induced by blasting in open pit mines and during
tunnelling, for example Aloui et al. (2016), Bongiovanni et al.
(1991), Khandelwal and Singh (2007); Kahriman (2002), Ozer
(2008), Ozer, Kahriman, and Aksoy (2008), Milev et al. (2016),
and Puri and Prakash (1991). The most common approach
is to plot the variation of PPV with scaled distance, especially
since PPV is not as sensitive to changes in geological conditions
as acceleration and displacement and provides an excellent
criterion for assessing the damage (Kumar, Choudhury, and
Bhargava, 2016; Puri and Prakash, 1991). Kumar, Choudhury,
and Bhargava (2016) and Gupta and Hartenberger (1981)
summarized the vast number of prediction equations developed
since 1959, when they examined methods of creating a model
that can address the rock properties of the sites when using
predictive relationships. Koper et al. (2002), Bonner et al.
(2013), and Yan, Jiang, and Duan (2009) noted that seismic
waveforms are more complex than atmospheric acoustic
waveforms due to the geological structure of the ground, and
thus the scaling laws will be site-specific.
Ozer, Kahriman, and Aksoy (2008), Ozer (2008), Khandelwal
and Singh (2007), and Bongiovanni et al. (1991) used three
PPV-based predictor equations chosen from a number of
equations proposed in the literature: (a) the US Bureau of
Mines (USBM) equation, (b) the Ambraseys-Hendron equation
(Ambraseys and Hendron, 1968), and (c) the LangeforsKihlstrom equation (Langefors and Kihlstrom, 1963) to establish
a relationship between PPV and scaled distance (Rs) (Table I).
The USBM equation uses the square root scaled distance,
Ambraseys-Hendron uses the cube root scaled distance, and the
Langefors-Kihlstrom uses a different formula for scaled distance.
Thus, these three equations represent a good sample of the
typical predictive equations available.
where
PPV =
=
Rs
K
=
β
=
R
=
Wd =

peak particle velocity (mm/s)
scaled distance
the ground transmission coefficient
the specific geological constant
distance from explosion to station (m)
maximum charge per explosion (kg)

Prediction equations for explosions on the ground surface
and in the air
When a high explosive detonates in the atmosphere, an increase
in pressure, known as the blast wave, is created (Williams and
Newell,1991). The blast wave moves away from the centre of the
blast in a spherical wave front, the peak overpressure of which
subjects an additional pressure to any building it encounters.

Table I

PPV predictive equations used by Ozer (2008), Ozer, Kahriman, and Aksoy (2008), and
Puri and Prakash (1991)
USBM

Ambraseys-Hendron

Langefors-Kihlstrom

PPV prediction
equation

PPV (mm/s) = K(Rs)–β
(logPPV = –βlog Rs + logK)

PPV (mm/s) = K(Rs A)–β
(logPPV = –βlog Rs +logK)

PPV (mm/s) = K(Rs L)β
(logPPV = βlog Rs + logK)

Rs equation

Rs = R/(Wd)0.5

Rs A = R/(Wd)0.3

Rs L = (Wd/(R)0.6)0.5

Rs A = scaled distance for Ambraseys-Hendron equation
Rs L = scaled distance for Langefors-Kihlstrom equation
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Different types of detonation and weather condition can affect
the overpressure, which may cause complaints usually attributed
to ground vibration. The energy released by a surface explosion
varies with the soil conditions as well.
Bonner et al. (2013), Gitterman and Hofstetter (2012),
and Gitterman (2013) monitored calibration explosions on the
ground surface at a military range in Israel, which they recorded
with high-pressure sensors, accelerometers on the surface,
buried seismometers, acoustic gauges, and high-speed cameras.
Using the seismometer data, they developed a unique empirical
scaled relationship for the secondary shock (SS) delay for
ANFO (ammonium nitrate/fuel oil, which is a widely used bulk
industrial explosive) charges and various distances. The obtained
relationship can be used as a new yield estimator.
The SS delay phenomenon (Figure 1) occurs when the air
blast wave for an explosion source displays a number of recurrent
shocks of smaller magnitudes and at different times, caused by
successive implosion of rarefaction waves (the region of low

relative pressure following a shock wave). It is important to note
that these shock waves are ‘supersonic’, i.e. travel at a speed
greater than the normal velocity of sound in air (Cullis, 2001).
These air waves may produce a signal in seismometers. A higher
pressure shock front travels faster, therefore the time delay
between the main shock (MS) and the SS phase increases with
distance, as well as with the amount of explosive. Thus longer
SS delays are observed for longer distances, as well as for larger
amounts of explosives. Bonner et al. (2013), Gitterman and
Hofstetter (2012) and Gitterman (2013) noted that the ambient
temperature and pressure (altitude) would lead to only minor
changes in the air blast parameters and thus did not consider
them in the distance and SS delay scaling relations. The empirical
relationship developed for SS delay (the time between secondary
shock and main shock arrivals) is dependent on the charge and
distance, as are standard air blast parameters, and also on the
type of explosive (velocity of detonation).

Figure 1—Waveforms recorded by a three-component accelerometer, modified from Gitterman (2013). P – primary seismic wave, MS – main shock, and SS –
secondary shock

Figure 2—Comparison of ANFO and IMI explosives and the effect on the SS delay, modified from Gitterman (2013)
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Gitterman (2013) noted that the SS delay increased with
the amount of explosives used and with decreasing velocity
of detonation (VOD) of the explosives (Figure 2). This is due
to the time taken to completely detonate the finite charge (the
tests compared ANFO with IMI, which is a military explosive).
However, Gitterman acknowledged that there may be other
explosive parameters that can affect the delay. This new method
may be less accurate than that of the traditional procedures
based on high pressure measurements, but it is significantly less
expensive and, in the case of an accidental explosion, may be the
only method available. It should work well for determining the
relative sizes of two charges of the same explosive.
There is very little literature available on utilizing
seismograph systems to determine prediction equations for
atmospheric waves created by explosions above or on the surface
of the Earth. However, the SS delay is a unique parameter that
can be measured by both pressure gauges and seismograph
systems and could prove very useful for prediction if records from
either of the sensors are not available.

Figure 3—Schematic of a typical station distribution in the vicinity of the
demolition ranges at each site

Methodology
Monitoring of seismic signals
The purpose of this study was to perform an investigation similar
to those by Aloui et al. (2016), Bongiovanni et al. (1991),
Khandelwal and Singh (2007), Kahriman (2002), Ozer (2008),
Ozer, Kahriman, and Aksoy (2008), and Puri and Prakash
(1991).
Five different military demolition ranges (the local geology is
briefly described in Table II) were monitored by a mobile network
of seismometers in order to develop an empirical relationship for
the prediction of PPVs from on-surface blasting, which can then
be used for other demolition ranges with similar properties. The
results from the three different vibration prediction equations
given in Table I were then compared in order to determine the
most reliable equation.
The blasting was monitored using a temporary mobile
network of between five and twelve stations consisting of a
combination of 4.5 Hz triaxial geophones and 1 Hz triaxial
seismometers installed on the ground surface (Figure 3) at
varying distances from the source, with the furthest stations
being 29 km distant for site 5. The number of stations used was
dependent on the local site conditions and accessibility.
The amount of explosive used and the distances between the
source and stations were carefully recorded. The weight of the
ordinance was recorded as net explosive content (the total mass
of the enclosed explosive material, without the casings/shells)
that was heaped on the surface of the ground and detonated.
A linear RMS fit regression curve of the logarithm of
PPV against the logarithm of Rs was obtained for each of the
explosions and each of the stations. In order to find the site
constants, the graph of PPV values versus Rs was plotted for all
predictor equations, along with the 95% mean prediction interval.
The coefficient of determination (R2) was calculated as this is
generally accepted as a basic measure of the quality of fit.
In Table I, the constants K and β are site constants that vary
between sites and are dependent on the nature of the site geology
and the type of explosive. K (the ground transmission coefficient)
represents the line intercept at Rs = 1 on the log-log graph and

Table II

Geological descriptions of each of the sites
Site

Geology

Site 1

Situated on the Tierberg Formation, Ecca Group. The Tierberg Formation is a blue-grey to black shale with carbonate-rich concretions, subordinate siltstone, and
sandstone in the upper part. Just south of the site is the contact with the younger Abrahamskraal Formation, Adelaide Subgroup, Beaufort Group. The Abrahamskraal
Formation is predominantly a blue-grey silty mudstone, with subordinate brownish-red mudstone and sandstone. Dolerite is abundant and overlays much of the area. Some
Tertiary to Quaternary calcrete was delineated and alluvium covers most of the drainages.

Site 2

The area is mostly underlain by volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Ventersdorp Supergroup, shale of the Prince Albert Formation of the Karoo Supergroup, and
Quaternary sand, calcrete, and alluvium. Most of the central, southern, and eastern portions are situated on a low plateau underlain by the volcanic rocks. The remaining
western portion forms part of the relatively lower lying, eastern side of the Vaalharts valley, which is predominantly underlain by sand, calcrete, and shale.

Site 3

The area is underlain by Karoo Supergroup rocks developed in the Roedtan sub-basin. The rock units dip shallowly towards the west. The surface rocks are dominantly
fine-grained, locally amygdaloidal basalts of the Letaba Formation. However, at this southern end of the basin, these volcanic rocks are not thick and this, together with
the proximity to faulted basin margins, has resulted in areas of the underlying fine-grained reddish sandstones of the Clarens Formation being exposed. In rare instances
even the shales of the Irrigasie Formation below the sandstones crop out, but their extent is very limited. There are localized occurrences of clay (attapulgite) and gypsum
associated with weathered basalts.

Site 4

The site lies on Hout River Gneiss, a metamorphosed granitic rock which includes remnants of greenstone belt material. The structural trend of the gneisses and
greenstones is variable, but on the scale of kilometres they can be regarded as being homogeneous. Diabase dykes are prevalent in the area, and trend in a northeasterly
direction. As is typical for the region, the area is essentially sand-covered and outcrops of gneissic rock are scarce.

Site 5

The site is underlain by the Proterozoic Groblershoop Formation, the Wilgenhoutsdrif, Koras, and Nama Groups; and rocks of the Phanerozoic Karoo Supergroup. Aeolian
sand of the Gordonia Formation of the Kalahari Group covers about 90% of the area. Karoo dolerite and kimberlite occur in the area and structural deformation, seen as
folding, is restricted to the Proterozoic rocks.

▶
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Figure 4—An example of the signal registered on all three components at a station 4.89 km from the demolition range. The P-wave arrival was not recorded but the
main shock (MS) and secondary shock (SS) were recorded

is the initial energy radiated into the immediate rock and thus is
reliant on the features of the medium and the explosive used. β
(the specific geological constant) is a slope factor that provides
an indication of the attenuation rate of the PPV caused by the
geometric spreading and the specific characteristics of the rock
(Aloui et al., 2016; Puri and Prakash, 1991).

Monitoring of atmospheric signals
Another major aim of this study was to perform similar analyses
to those by Koper et al. (2002), Bonner et al. (2013), Gitterman
and Hofstetter (2012), and Gitterman (2013), but using the
data obtained from the mobile network of temporary stations
described above.

Bonner et al. (2013), Gitterman and Hofstetter (2012), and
Gitterman (2013) examined data from three large-scale onsurface explosions, where the explosives were packed on dry
desert alluvium. They used ANFO and military explosives (IMI)
with different velocities of detonation (IMI VOD is 7130–7980
m/s and ANFO is 2400 m/s). The VODs for the explosives used in
this current study ranged from 3000 m/s to 10 000 m/s, and thus
fall in the same range as the military explosives used by Bonner
et al. (2013), Gitterman and Hofstetter (2012), and Gitterman
(2013). The following formulae were used to plot the measured
scaled SS time delay (Dt) against the scaled distance (Rs):
Dt = ∆t/Wd0.33

and: Rs = R/Wd0.33

Figure 5—Relationship between PPV and Rs for all five sites using the USBM equation. The green lines represent the best fit using the least squares method, and
the red lines represent the 95% confidence range. The ‘+’symbol represents the recorded PPV. (a) = Site 1, (b) = Site 2, (c) = Site 3, (d) = Site 4, (e) = Site 5. The gap
in the data for Site 4 is due to the lack of stations within that range from the explosion
The Journal of the Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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The relationships between log PPV and log Rs for each of the
sites were examined. Figure 5 displays the results for all five sites
for log PPV and log Rs using the USBM equation.
Figure 6 displays the results from each of the sites on one
graph for the USBM prediction equation. The results of the
regression analyses and the coefficient of determination (R2)
value for each of the sites and equations are summarized in
Table III.
Generally, from Table III, the Langefors-Kihlstrom equation
for each of the sites gives a lower value for the coefficient of
determination (R2) than the values obtained from the USBM
and Ambraseys-Hendron equations. This result agrees with the
findings of Bongiovanni et al. (1991); they concluded that since
the data shows a poor correlation for the Langefors-Kihlstrom
equation, the equation is not reliable for predicting motion
produced by blasts at their site.
It is interesting to note that the highest R2 values (greater
than the generally accepted value of 0.7 (Kahriman, 2002)
for all three equations were for site 4, which is located on
metamorphosed granitic rock. The other R2 values were far lower.
The results obtained from the USBM equation for site 1 (Table
III) are similar to those of Gupta and Hartenberger (1981), and
the geology is similar to one of the sites at which their study
took place. The geological constants (β) for sites 1, 2, 3, and
4 are similar for the USBM equation, and sites 2 and 3 for the

where: 		
where:
Dt is the scaled SS time delay		
Rs is the scaled distance
∆t is the measured delay in seconds		R is the distance in metres from
the explosion to the station
Wd is the amount of explosive in kg 		Wd is the amount of explosive
in kg

A linear RMS-fit regression curve of the scaled SS time delay
against the scaled distance was then obtained for the explosions.
Figure 4 is an example of the atmospheric shock waves
recorded at one of the stations. The horizontal line at the start
of the plot is the DC level. The small number above each trace
to the right is the maximum absolute count with the DC level
subtracted, and the small number to the left above the trace is the
DC level.

Results
Ground monitoring

PPV predictive equations
The largest PPV recorded was 0.485 mm/s for a 250 kg explosion
at a distance of 10 m. However, this was only 2.5% of the
19 mm/s limit set out in the US Code of Federal Regulations
(30 CFR part 816.67 of 1998), which deals with the control of
adverse effects caused by the use of explosives. As was expected,
since the readings were so low, no damage to the infrastructure
in and around the stations was observed.

Figure 6—Results from the USBM equation for all five sites. The coefficients calculated for each site are listed in Table III

Table III

Empirical formulae for PPV obtained from the five sites
Site 1
USBM

K

PPV = K( Rs)

–β

β

Ambraseys
PPV = K(RsA)

K
–β

562.3

β

1.7
0.58

R2
Langefors

K

PPV = K(Rs L)

β

0.01

β

0.9
0.27

R2
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1.3
0. 61

R2
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Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Site 5

10.4

25.5

4.02

0.3

1.2

1.2

1.2

0.7

0.41

0.28

0.90

0.58

220.3

240.2

9.79

3.75

1.5

1.5

1.2

0.9

0.45

0.29

0.89

0.57

0.01

0.04

0.003

0.003

1.2

1.2

3.4

0.7

0.39

0.15

0.81

0.43
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Figure 7—Relationship between the scaled SS wave delay (Dt) and log Rs for all the sites. The green lines represent the best fit using the least squares method and
the red lines represent the 95% confidence range. The ‘+’ symbol represents the recorded secondary shock wave delay

Figure 8—Relationship between scaled SS wave delay (Dt) and log Rs for all five sites. The coefficients calculated for each site are listed in Table V. The results
from Gitterman (2013) are included for comparison ‘o’ indicates the results from the ANFO shots and ‘*’ the results from the IMI shots as found in Figure 2
The Journal of the Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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Ambraseys and Langefors equations. The ground transmission
coefficient (K) for each relationship for site 5, compared to the
other sites, is expected to be low due to the sandy nature of the
region.

Atmospheric shock wave monitoring
Secondary shock delay
The values for the atmospheric shock waves were easier
to measure than those for the ground motion because
the atmospheric shock waves are more prominent on the
seismograms than the ground motion. Johnston (1987)
encountered a similar situation and noted that analysing the
atmospheric shock waves was useful when the P and S waves are
not clearly recorded.
All of the graphs of the logarithm of the scaled secondary
shock delay (Dt) versus the natural log Rs (as described in
Bonner et al., 2013; Gitterman and Hofstetter, 2012, and
Gitterman, 2013) for each of the sites are found in Figure 7,
together with the 95% mean prediction interval. Figure 8 depicts
the results from all the sites compared to the results obtained by
Gitterman (2013) and displayed in Figure 2.
Table V summarizes the results obtained from the relationship
between the logarithm of the scaled secondary shock delay (Dt)
and log Rs (as described in Bonner et al., 2013; Gitterman and
Hofstetter, 2012; and Gitterman, 2013) for each of the sites.
From Table V and Figure 8, it is clear that sites 2, 3, and 4
display similar gradients, which may be indicative of a different
VOD within the assortment of explosives used compared to
sites 1 and 5. However, as shown in Figure 8, site 5 is the only
site that displays a similar gradient to the results obtained by
Gitterman (2013). These differences could also be related to the
differing topographies of the sites, especially since site 5 is very
similar to the site used in Bonner et al., 2013; Gitterman and
Hofstetter, 2012, and Gitterman, 2013.
The results in Table V display high R2 values (greater than the
generally accepted value of 0.7 (Kahriman, 2002). In addition,
it is clear that sites 2 to 4 display similar gradients while sites 1
and 5 differ.

Discussion
Ground monitoring
Although there is extensive literature describing prediction
equations for the vibrations induced by blasting in open pit mines
and tunnelling (e.g. Aloui et al., 2016; Bongiovanni et al., 1991;
Khandelwal and Singh, 2007; Kahriman, 2002; Ozer, 2008; Ozer,

Kahriman, and Aksoy, 2008; Puri and Prakash, 1991; Kumar,
Choudhury, and Bhargava, 2016), many authors conclude that a
reliable general approach or formula has not yet been established
due to the complexity of issues relating to blasting.
The low R2 values obtained for the PPV predictive equations
(Table III) are comparable with those of Khandelwal and Singh
(2007), who used the same three equations and obtained
R2 values of 0.2276 for the USBM equation, 0.1836 for the
Ambraseys-Hendron equation, and 0.2218 for the LangeforsKihlstrom equation. Thus, these low R2 are not unique to the
present study. However, unlike Khandelwal and Singh (2007),
the explosions in this study were detonated on the surface and,
as Evers et al. (2007) and Williams and Newell (1991) stated,
very little of the energy goes into the ground.
The higher coefficients of determination (R2) in Table III
indicate that the formulae obtained using the USBM equation
show better fit than for the other relationships, and a good fit
for site 4. This is contrary to Ozer, Kahriman, and Aksoy (2008)
and Kahriman (2002), who obtained the highest R2 value for the
Ambraseys-Hendron equation and thus recommended the use of
that equation.
However, although the R2 values for the Ambraseys-Hendron
and Langefors equations are not as high as for the USBM sites,
it is not necessarily true that there is something wrong with
the fit. R2 measures how useful the independent variable is in
predicting values of the dependent variable, not how appropriate
the polynomial model is for the data. When analysing inherently
unpredictable data, a small value of R2 indicates that the
independent variable does not predict the dependent variable
precisely.
This is particularly true for measurements of explosions on
the ground surface, as opposed to excavation/mining explosions,
which are within the bedrock. Thus, a lot of the energy from
surface explosions is lost to the atmosphere and therefore an
increase in distance from the explosions results in smaller P
and S waves than calculated by the predictor equations, such
as at site 5 where the sensors were placed at greater distances
than at the other sites. Ichinose, Smith, and Anderson (1998),
Johnston (1987), and Evers et al. (2007) noted similar findings.
In addition, site 4 is a good example of an area where the
geology plays an important role, as noted by Johnston (1987)
and Koper et al. (2002), who stated that even minimal changes
in the anelastic structure can affect the predictor equations, and
Redmayne and Turbitt (1991) who noted that different soils can
magnify or diminish the values obtained from predictor equations
by a factor of 4.

Table IV

Empirical formulae for the scaled SS wave delay (Dt) obtained
from the five sites

▶
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Site

Equation

R2

Season

1

Dt = 0.018865 log Rs – 0.032479

1.00

Autumn

2

Dt = 0.046972 log Rs – 0.096245

0.9996

Spring

3

Dt = 0.056846 log Rs – 0.11758

0.9998

Summer

4

Dt = 0.05658 log Rs – 0.13233

0.9997

Spring

5

Dt = 0.0046869 log Rs – 0.0027627

1.00

Summer
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The geological constants for regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 are similar
for the USBM equation, indicating that the USBM is the more
reliable PPV predictive equation for each of these sites, especially
because geological constants of 1.2 are considered satisfactory
(Atkinson, 2004; Atkinson and Mereu, 1992; Ford et al., 2014).
Redmayne and Turbitt (1991), using a simple attenuation
relationship, obtained a geological constant of 2.18, which differs
from the results obtained during this study. However, the use of
predictive equations designed for mining and excavation must
be applied with caution, because during blasting on the surface
most of the energy escapes into the atmosphere. Thus, other
methods should be sought to enhance these predictive equations
in order to predict the ground vibrations caused by blasting on
the surface.
Although the results of this study are different at the various
sites, the equation which seems to produce the best fit is the
USBM equation, which is in agreement with Aloui et al. (2016).
What is also noticeable is that the equation seems to hold at
distances of up to 29 km, as found for site 5, which is further
than the typical distances of up to 1 km used for monitoring
(Bongiovanni et al. 1991).

Surface/air monitoring
Although this study only used seismographs on the surface and
did not utilize the sensors used by Koper et al. (2002), Bonner et
al. (2013), Gitterman and Hofstetter (2012), Gitterman (2013)
and Ford et al. (2014), it provided an opportunity to replicate
their studies. The fact that the explosives used included casings/
shells as well as net explosive content provided an excellent
correlation with the study performed by Koper et al. (2002)
on truck bombings, which also constitute a similar ‘mixed’
content of explosive and casings, as well as that by Redmayne
and Turbitt (1991) on an aircraft crash. This study agreed with
findings of Gitterman (2013), Johnston (1987), and Evers et
al. (2007), who stated that the atmospheric shock waves were
clearly observed at all sites, especially compared to the ground
motion measurements. The seismograms showed clear and
strong main shock peaks and smaller amplitude secondary peaks,
with easily measured arrival times. Johnston (1987) examined
the seismograms created by a missile silo explosion and noted
that large arrivals were recorded over an eleven-minute interval
as opposed to a scatter of less than one minute, which is expected
for P-wave arrivals. The missile silo explosion was 84 km west
of the station, which registered the event four minutes later.
There was no trace of P- or S- waves, probably because most of
the energy went into the atmosphere, but there were very small
signals at the stations on hard rock.
However, the results do improve dramatically when
examining the secondary shock wave phenomenon as described
by Gitterman and Hofstetter (2012) and Gitterman (2013). This
unique phenomenon seems to provide a better solution than the
USBM, Ambraseys-Hendron, and Langefors equations for surface
explosions. Although the R2 values reported in Table V, which
covers the scaled secondary shock wave delay, equate to unity,
which indicates that the model explains all the variability of the
response data around its mean, they are similar to the Gitterman
and Hofstetter (2012) and Gitterman (2013) studies. From Figure
8 it is noticeable that the gradient for site 5 is also similar.
Sites 2 to 4 display similar gradients, which could indicate a
different assortment of explosives used with different VODs to
those used at sites 1 and 5. Gitterman and Hofstetter (2012) and
Gitterman (2013) noted similar differences when using different
The Journal of the Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

explosives with varying VODs. However, what is noteworthy is
the similarity of the results from site 5 and those of Gitterman
and Hofstetter (2012) and Gitterman (2013). This is to be
expected because the conditions are similar at both sites.

Conclusions
This study has identified a number of predictive equations
that have produced acceptable results using data obtained
from disposal of military ordnance that included not only the
explosives but also the casings/shells, the demolitions being
conducted on the surface.
In general, the values for the atmospheric shock waves
were easier to determine than those of the ground motion
because the atmospheric shock waves are more prominent on
the seismograms than those of the ground motion, due to the
fact that very little of the energy is transmitted into the ground.
Therefore, utilizing atmospheric shock wave measurements
may be more useful because the ground motion waves are not
clearly recorded. In addition, the secondary shock wave delay
increases with distance from the explosion as well as the amount
of explosives used, unlike the PPV, which increases with the
amount of explosives used but decreases with distance. The
secondary shock wave delay equations may therefore be used for
sites further from the source of the explosion, where the ground
motion equations are less applicable.
Although, the USBM PPV predictive equation was identified
as the most reliable equation out of the three examined, the
predictive equation using the secondary shock wave phenomenon
produced better results.
The usefulness of the suggested prediction equations would
depend on the quantity that requires predicting. Thus, when
assessing how best to mitigate the hazard posed by a military
demolition range, where PPV prediction is required, the USBM
equation would be the better solution. Alternatively, when
assisting in forensic seismology to determine the details of
an unexpected explosion (such as the amount of explosives
used), the secondary shock wave has the potential to be useful,
especially if the ground motion waves are not obvious in the
seismograms.
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